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LETTER FROM THE FILMMAKER

The joys of being a documentary cameraperson are endless and obvi-

ous: I get to share profound intimacy with the people I film, pursue re-

markable stories, be at the center of events as they unfold, travel,

collaborate and see my work engage with the world. I experience phys-

ical freedom and the chance at artistic expression and discovery in each

moment I hold a camera. No wonder I’ve been doing it for 25 years and

love my life.

But/and, the dilemmas I face while holding my camera are formidable.

There are the concrete challenges I must face in the moment—how to

frame, find focus, choose the direction to follow. The other troubles are

implicit and often unseen by the audiences of films I shoot:

• The people I film are in immediate and often desperate material

need, but I offer little to nothing material.

• I can and will leave places I film (a war, a refugee camp) when the

people I film can’t.

• I traffic in hope without the ability to know what will happen in

the future.

• I ask for trust, cooperation and permission without knowing where

the filming experience will lead the subject.

• I alter the balance of power through my presence and act on

behalf of one side or another in a conflict.

• My work requires trust, demands intimacy and entails total

attention. To both me and the people I film, our relationship often

feels like a friendship or family connection, but it is something

different.

• I know little about how the images I shoot will be used in the

future and cannot control their distribution or use.

• My work can change the way my subject is perceived by the

people who surround him/her and can impact reputation or safety

for years into the future.

• I follow stories the director I work for does not need and/or want

me to follow. 

• I fail to see or follow stories the director I work for hopes I will follow.

I’ve been aware of these dimensions for most of my career, as are most documentarians, and have long discussed them with

colleagues. What I didn’t know is how the accumulation of these dilemmas over time would begin to impact me. And what I

didn’t anticipate even as recently as five years ago, when work on this film began, is how many more people in the world

would be filming on their cell phones, as well as seeing images from every part of the globe, communicating visually and in-

stantaneously. Surveillance, political repression, censorship and the possibility of global distribution of images filmed by any

individual impact all of us and our relation to filming in shifting and unprecedented ways.

In making Cameraperson, we decided to rely as much as possible on the evidence of my experience in the footage I shot in

the moment. We know that this fragmentary portrait is incomplete and are interested in the way it points to how stories are

constructed. Our hope is to convey the immediacy of finding oneself in new territory with a camera, as well as giving the au-

dience a sense of how the joys and dilemmas a cameraperson must juggle accumulate over time. This film is an acknowl-

edgement of how complex it is to film and be filmed.

Kirsten Johnson

Director, Cameraperson

Director Kirsten Johnson.

Photo courtesy of Janus Films
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What if your junk drawer was filled with assorted film clips

instead of that collection of extraneous parts, left over proj-

ect tidbits and product packaging that was just too good to

throw away? If you were Kirsten Johnson and you’d been a

cinematographer for the last quarter century, you’d make a

film. In Cameraperson, that’s just what Johnson has done.

She invites viewers to join in her own exploration of the ten-

sion between the camera’s simultaneous objectivity and its

intervention, as well as the complex interaction of unfiltered

reality and crafted narrative.

Exposing her role behind the camera, Johnson reaches into

the vast trove of footage she has shot over decades around

the world. A boxing match in Brooklyn; life in postwar

Bosnia; the daily routine of a Nigerian midwife; an intimate

family moment at home: these scenes and others are woven

into a tapestry that combines documentary, autobiography

and ethical inquiry. What emerges is a thoughtful examina-

tion of what it means to train a camera on the world. 

INTRODUCTION
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Kirsten Johnson.

Photo courtesy of Majlinda Hoxha / Janus Films



Cameraperson is well suited for use in a variety of set-

tings and is especially recommended for use with:

• Your local PBS station 

• Groups that have discussed previous PBS and POV

films relating to documentary filmmaking and

media analysis, e.g., 5 Broken Cameras, The War

Show, Point and Shoot, or POV films for which

Kirsten Johnson did camerawork: Two Towns of

Jasper, What I Want My Words To Do To You,

Election Day and The Oath. 

• Groups focused on any of the issues listed in the

“Key Issues” section

• High school students, youth groups and clubs

• Faith-based organizations and institutions

• Cultural, art and historical organizations,

institutions and museums

• Civic, fraternal and community groups

• Academic departments and student groups at

colleges, universities and high schools

• Community organizations with a mission to

promote education and learning, such as local

libraries.

Cameraperson is an excellent tool for outreach and will

be of special interest to people looking to explore the

following topics:

• cinematography

• documentary 

• ethics

• filmmaking

• media literacy

• memoir
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USING THIS GUIDE

This guide is an invitation to dialogue. It is based on a belief in the power of human connection, designed for people who

want to use Cameraperson to engage family, friends, classmates, colleagues and communities. In contrast to initiatives

that foster debates in which participants try to convince others that they are right, this document envisions conversa-

tions undertaken in a spirit of openness in which people try to understand one another and expand their thinking by shar-

ing viewpoints and listening actively. 

The discussion prompts are intentionally crafted to help a wide range of audiences think more deeply about the issues

in the film. Rather than attempting to address them all, choose one or two that best meet your needs and interests. And

be sure to leave time to consider taking action. Planning next steps can help people leave the room feeling energized and

optimistic, even in instances when conversations have been difficult. 

For more detailed event planning and facilitation tips, visit www.pov.org/engage

POTENTIAL PARTNERS KEY ISSUES
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Films Featured in Cameraperson

Below, in order of appearance in the film Cameraperson,

are synopses of the films for which Kirsten Johnson shot

footage. Johnson secured permission from each filmmaker

to include footage from their work together in her film. 

I Came to Testify (2011)

Part of Women, War and Peace, 
a five-part special series on PBS
Footage Location: Bosnia and Herzegovina

When the Balkans exploded into war in the 1990s, reports

that tens of thousands of women were being systemati-

cally raped as a tactic of ethnic cleansing captured the in-

ternational spotlight. I Came to Testify is the moving story

of how a group of 16 women who had been imprisoned by

Serb-led forces in the Bosnian town of Foča broke history’s
great silence—and stepped forward to take the witness

stand in an international court of law. 

Audrie & Daisy (2016) 
by Bonni Cohen and Jon Shenk
Footage Location: Nodaway County, Missouri

When the 2012 sexual assaults of two teenage girls are

captured on camera, their families and communities must

confront both sexual violence and the ways social media

can magnify survivors’ suffering. After Audrie commits sui-

cide following her assault, Daisy, her family and two of Au-

drie’s assailants candidly discuss coming of age in an era

when teenagers can be victimized both in person and on-

line.

A woman walks through a graveyard in Bosnia.

Photo courtesy of Janus Films
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Cradle of Champions (2017) by Bartle Bull
Footage Location: Brooklyn, New York

The New York Daily News Golden Gloves tournament is the

most important amateur boxing tournament in the world—

one that has pulled young men out of poverty and pro-

duced more professional world champions than the

Olympics. Cradle of Champions follows three young box-

ers, sometimes at dangerously close range, as they fight

for their lives at the storied 10-week tournament.

The Edge of Joy (2010) by Dawn Sinclair Shapiro
Footage Location: Kano, Nigeria

In the U.S. 1 in 4,800 women die in childbirth. In Nigeria it is

1 in 18. In the one-hour documentary, The Edge of Joy, film-

maker Dawn Sinclair Shapiro closely follows an ensemble

cast of Nigerian doctors, nurses, midwives and religious

leaders as they battle the second highest maternal mortal-

ity rate in the world. The Edge of Joy is a character driven,

cinematic expedition ranging from deep within Nigeria's

semi-arid lands of the isolated Islamic north to the

lush-savannahs of the volatile Christian south.

Derrida (2002) 
by Kirby Dick and Amy Ziering Kofman
Footage Location: Manhattan, New York

What if you could watch Socrates, on film, rehearsing his

Socratic dialogues? What if there was footage of

Descartes, Thoreau, or Shakespeare as themselves at work

and in their daily life? Might we now look at these figures

differently, with perhaps a deeper understanding of their

work and lives? Filmmakers Kirby Dick and Amy Ziering

Kofman asked themselves these questions, and decided to

team up and document one of the most visionary and in-

fluential thinkers of the 20th century, a man who single-

handedly altered the way many of us look at history,

language, art, and, ultimately, ourselves: the brilliant and

iconoclastic French philosopher Jacques Derrida. 

A midwife pauses and looks at the camera in Kano, Nigeria.

Photo courtesy of Janus Films
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The War We Are Living (2011)
Part of Women, War and Peace, a five-part special
series on PBS
Footage Location: Cauca, Colombia

In Cauca, a mountainous region in Colombia’s Pacific

southwest, two extraordinary Afro-Colombian women are

fighting to hold onto the gold-rich land that has sustained

their community through small-scale mining for centuries.

Clemencia Carabali and Francia Marquez are part of a

powerful network of female leaders who found that in

wartime women can organize more freely than men. As

they defy paramilitary death threats and insist on staying

on their land, Carabali and Marquez are standing up for a

generation of Colombians who have been terrorized and

forcibly displaced as a deliberate strategy of war.

A Thousand Mothers (2016) by Kim Shelton
Footage Location: Sagaing, Myanmar 

The pacing of the documentary A Thousand Mothers takes

its cue from the rhythms of daily life in a Buddhist nunnery

in Myanmar. On one of several trips to that country, direc-

tor Kim Shelton discovered the Thit Seint Nunnery in

Sagaing. The region is home to close to 6,000 monks

and a similar number of nuns inhabiting hundreds of

Buddhist monasteries and nunneries. At Thit Seint,

the nuns range in age from seven to more than

70 years of age. Unlike the monks, the nuns do not receive

any governmental support yet, according to Shelton, they

live their lives "with a consistent infectious joy and light-

heartedness." Very little has been filmed in Myanmar to

date, and A Thousand Mothers will provide a window into

that closed country.

Pray the Devil Back to Hell (2008) by Gini Reticker
Part of Women, War and Peace, a five-part special
series on PBS
Footage Location: Monrovia, Liberia

Pray the Devil Back to Hell is the astonishing story of the

Liberian women who took on the warlords and regime of

dictator Charles Taylor in the midst of a brutal civil war,

and won a once unimaginable peace for their shattered

country in 2003. As the rebel noose tightened around the

capital city of Monrovia, thousands of women – ordinary

mothers, grandmothers, aunts and daughters, both Chris-

tian and Muslim – formed a thin but unshakeable line be-

tween the opposing forces. Armed only with white T-shirts

and the courage of their convictions, they literally faced

down the killers who had turned Liberia into hell on earth.

Young monks at the Thit Seint Nunnery 

in Sagaing, Myanmar.

Photo courtesy of Janus Films
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Citizenfour (2014) by Laura Poitras
Footage Location: Location Withheld

Citizenfour is a real life thriller, unfolding by the minute,

giving audiences unprecedented access to filmmaker

Laura Poitras and journalist Glenn Greenwald’s encounters

with Edward Snowden in Hong Kong, as he hands over

classified documents providing evidence of mass indis-

criminate and illegal invasions of privacy by the National

Security Agency (NSA). Poitras had already been working

on a film about surveillance for two years when Snowden

contacted her, using the name “CITIZENFOUR,” in January

2013.  He reached out to her because he knew she had

long been a target of government surveillance, stopped at

airports numerous times, and had refused to be intimi-

dated. When Snowden revealed he was a high-level analyst

driven to expose the massive surveillance of Americans by

the NSA, Poitras persuaded him to let her film.

Very Semi-Serious (2015) by Leah Wolchok
Footage Location: Manhattan, New York

Very Semi-Serious is an offbeat documentary about humor,

art and the genius of the single panel. The film goes be-

hind-the-scenes of The New Yorker and introduces the car-

tooning legends and hopefuls who create the iconic

cartoons that have inspired, baffled—and occasionally

pissed off—all of us for decades.

The New Yorker cartoon editor Bob Mankoff.

Photo courtesy of Janus Films
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Béla Fleck: Throw Down Your Heart (2008) 
by Sascha Paladino
Footage Location: Nakisenyi, Uganda

When world-renowned banjoist Béla Fleck realized that his

instrument had lost its musical heritage, he decided to

make a pilgrimage to Africa to rediscover the banjo’s folk

music roots. Overflowing with the incredible music of Fleck

and the many celebrated folk musicians who hosted him in

Africa, Béla Fleck: Throw Down Your Heart follows the

banjo virtuoso on a musical adventure that takes him from

Uganda to Tanzania and from the Gambia to Mali. As he

travels through the continent to research the history of the

banjo and record an album with some of Africa’s finest mu-

sicians—and, in his words, “to make great music”—Fleck

discovers the rich and diverse musical traditions of Africa,

as well as the warmth and generosity of its people.

Two Towns of Jasper (2002) 
by Whitney Dow and Marco Williams
Footage Location: Jasper, Texas

In 1998 in Jasper, Texas, James Byrd, Jr., a black man, was

chained to a pick-up truck and dragged to his death by

three white men. The town was forever altered, and the na-

tion woke up to the horror of a modern-day lynching. In

Two Towns Of Jasper, two film crews, one black and one

white, set out to document the aftermath of the murder by

following the subsequent trials of the local men charged

with the crime. The re-

sult is an explicit and

troubling portrait of

race in America, one

that asks how and why

a crime like this could

have occurred.

A dancer approaches the camera in Nakisenyi, Uganda.

Photo courtesy of Janus Films
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The Oath (2010) by Laura Poitras
Footage Location: Sana’a, Yemen

Filmed in Yemen and Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, The Oath in-

terweaves the stories of Abu Jandal, Osama bin Laden’s

former bodyguard, and Salim Hamdan, a prisoner at Guan-

tánamo facing war crimes charges. Directed by Laura

Poitras, The Oath unfolds via a narrative rife with plot re-

versals and betrayals that ultimately leads to Osama bin

Laden, 9/11, Guantánamo and the U.S. Supreme Court.

Trapped (2016) by Dawn Porter
Footage Location: Huntsville, Alabama

Since the U.S. Supreme Court’s 1973 decision in Roe v.

Wade, abortion has been a fiercely contested issue in the

United States. At the frontlines of this battle have been

doctors, clinic workers and lawyers who have fought

against a tide of state laws that restrict women’s access to

abortion. In 2016, the Supreme Court issued the landmark

decision Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt, which ruled

that state laws effectively banning abortion were uncon-

stitutional. Trapped goes behind the scenes to reveal

the years of activism behind these judicial deci-

sions.

Happy Valley (2014) by Amir Bar-Lev
Footage Location: State College, Pennsylvania

For over 40 years,

Joe Paterno, the

head coach of

Pennsylvania State

University’s foot-

ball team, was a

widely revered fig-

ure at the school

and in the surrounding community, known as “Happy Val-

ley.” In November 2011, longtime assistant coach Jerry San-

dusky was charged with 40 counts of child sex abuse,

which shattered Paterno’s reputation and sparked a na-

tional debate about who had failed to protect the children

of the Happy Valley. The film interviews key figures in the

Sandusky investigation and its aftermath and reveals a

complex story of denial and tragedy.

Sana'a Central Prison, a detention site 

for Al Qaeda prisoners in Yemen.

Photo courtesy of Janus Films
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Fahrenheit 9/11 (2004) by Michael Moore
Footage Location: Washington, D.C.

At the outset of

the war in Iraq,

Fahrenheit 9/11

tracks the Bush

administration’s

reaction to 9/11

and offers a sear-

ing indictment of

the president’s foreign policy. With the humor and inves-

tigative persistence that have brought Michael Moore wide

recognition as a filmmaker and provocateur, he uncovers

the relationships and hidden motives that drive American

military interventions in the Middle East. The film goes be-

yond politics to show the cost of these policy decisions on

members of the U.S. military and their families.

The Joy of Extreme Possibility (forthcoming) 
by Meg McLagan
Footage Location: Austin, Texas

The Joy of Ex-

treme Possibility is

a cinematic inquiry

into long-term

thinking. It reflects

on the fantastic

underpinnings of

the dream of

human space travel and settlement through the eyes of

some of its most ardent advocates.

Corporal Abdul Henderson discusses his decision 

not to return to Iraq for his second deployment.

Photo courtesy of Janus Films
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Buffalo Returns (2015) by Gini Reticker
Footage Location: Pine Ridge, South Dakota

In the face of a powerful recession, crippling unemploy-

ment and a housing crisis, a small, creative and energetic

band of Native American businesspeople, with the help of

the buffalo, rebuild their community through a growing

business, Native American Natural Foods, the company be-

hind Tanka energy bars. Acclaimed documentary film-

maker Gini Reticker weaves together beautiful imagery set

to the pulse of the Sioux Nation to carefully tell the story

of two entrepreneurs who use tradition and ingenuity to

bring opportunity and hope to the people on the Pine

Ridge Reservation.

Ladies First (2004) 
from WNET’s Wide Angle series
Footage Location: Rwanda

Ten years after the

bloody genocide

that killed an esti-

mated 800,000

people in just 100

days, Rwanda’s

women are lead-

ing their country’s

healing process

and taking their society forward into a different future.

They are playing a remarkable role in politics and are also

emerging as prominent figures in the business sector.

Wounded Knee, the site of an 1890 massacre of Sioux men,

women, and children.

Photo courtesy of Janus Films
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Born to Fly: Elizabeth Streb vs. Gravity (2014) 
by Catherine Gund
Footage Location: Brooklyn, New York

Elizabeth Streb and the STREB Extreme Action Company

form a motley troupe of flyers and crashers. Propelled by

Streb’s edict that “anything too safe is not action,” these

daredevils challenge the assumptions of art, aging, injury,

gender, and human possibility. Born to Fly traces the evo-

lution of Elizabeth Streb’s movement philosophy as she

pushes herself and her performers from the ground to the

sky. Revealing the passions behind the dancers’ bruises

and broken noses, Born to Fly offers a breathtaking tale

about the necessity of art, inspiring audiences hungry for a

more tactile and fierce existence.

Darfur Now (2007) by Ted Braun
Footage Location: Zalingei, Darfur

In this film, the struggles and achievements of six very dif-

ferent individuals bring to light the situation in Darfur and

the need to get involved. From a UCLA graduate in Los

Angeles, California, to a Darfurian woman who joins rebel

forces, to the Prosecutor of the International Criminal

Court in The Hague, to a United Nations humanitarian on

the ground in Sudan, to an internationally known actor and

activist, and finally to a community leader in a West Darfur

refugee camp, the film portrays the heroic efforts of six

people responding to a humanitarian tragedy unfolding

before our eyes. 

A member of the STREB Extreme Action Company prepares

to fall onto a mat far below.

Photo courtesy of Janus Films
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Virgin Tales (2012) by Mirjam von Arx
Footage Location: Colorado Springs, Colorado

Evangelical Christians are calling out for a second sexual

revolution: chastity! As a counter-movement to the atti-

tudes and practices of today’s culture, today one in eight

girls in the US has vowed to remain “unsoiled” until mar-

riage. But the seven children of the Wilson family, founders

of the Purity Ball, take this concept of purity of body and

mind one step further; even their first kiss will be at the

altar. For two years the filmmakers follow the Wilsons as

some of their children prepare for their fairytale vision of

romance and marriage and seek out their own prince and

princess spouses. In the process, a broader theme

emerges: how the religious right is grooming a young gen-

eration of virgins to embody an Evangelically-grounded

Utopia in America.

Here One Day (2012) by Kathy Leichter
Footage Location: Westport, New York

When filmmaker Kathy Leichter moved back into her child-

hood home after her mother's suicide, she discovered a

hidden box of audiotapes. Sixteen years passed before she

had the courage to delve into this trove, unearthing details

that her mother had recorded about every aspect of her

life from the challenges of her marriage to a State Senator,

to her son’s estrangement, to her struggles with bi-polar

disorder. Here One Day is a visually arresting, emotionally

candid film about a woman coping with mental illness, her

relationships with her family, and the ripple effects of her

suicide on those she loved.

Kathy Leichter sorts through the papers 

her mother left behind after her suicide.

Photo courtesy of Janus Films
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1971 (2014) by Johanna Hamilton
Footage Location: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

In 1971, before the Pentagon Papers or the Snowden leaks,

a group of activists that called itself the Citizens’ Commis-

sion to Investigate the FBI broke into a small FBI office in

Media, Pennsylvania. They shared the files they found with

The Washington Post, which for the first time revealed the

FBI’s unconstitutional surveillance. Anonymous for over

forty years, these whistleblowers share their story for the

first time in 1971, which includes candid interviews with the

citizens who took great risks to expose the FBI’s abuses of

power.

Whistleblower Keith Forsyth talks about breaking 

into an FBI office in 1971.

Photo courtesy of Janus Films
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The Filmmaker

Kirsten Johnson has worked as the principal cinematogra-

pher on over 40 feature-length documentaries and has

been credited on countless others.

After graduating from Brown University in 1987 with a B.A.

in fine arts and literature, she travelled to Senegal to study

with acclaimed filmmakers Djibril Diop Mambéty and Ous-

mane Sembène. The experience inspired her to apply to

the French national film school (La Fémis), where she

began to study cinematography. While at La Fémis she

began to shoot the documentary Derrida with directors

Amy Ziering Kofman and Kirby Dick, the earliest of John-

son’s work to appear in Cameraperson. After graduating

from La Fémis, she went on to shoot a number of highly-

acclaimed and award-winning documentaries including

Pray the Devil Back to Hell, Fahrenheit 9/11, This Film Is Not

Yet Rated and The Invisible War.

Johnson has a longstanding collaboration with Oscar-win-

ning filmmaker Laura Poitras, credited as cinematogra-

pher for The Oath, Citizenfour and the upcoming

Asylum. Additionally, she shot footage that ap-

peared in Poitras’ visual exhibition on surveil-

lance, which opened at the Whitney Museum of American

Art in spring 2016.

In 2009 Johnson embarked on a directorial project docu-

menting the lives of two teenagers in Afghanistan, the film

was to be called A Blind Eye. After three years of shooting

and cutting, one of the teenagers retracted her permission

to be featured and the film’s scope was reconsidered and

it was restructured around the footage that could be used,

as well as footage from more than 30 films Johnson had

worked on over the years. Eventually this was edited into

the film that became Cameraperson.

When not shooting, Johnson teaches visual thinking in the

New York University graduate journalism department, a

course in cinematography at the School of Visual Arts and

often leads workshops for young camerapeople and docu-

mentarians under the auspices of the Arab Fund for Arts

and Culture in countries such as Egypt, Syria, Lebanon and

Saudi Arabia.

One of Kirsten Johnson's children approches the camera in

her New York apartment.

Photo courtesy of Janus Films



Immediately after the film, you may want to give people a

few quiet moments to reflect on what they have seen or

pose a general question (examples below) and give people

some time to themselves to jot down or think about their

answers before opening the discussion:  

• If a friend asked you what this film was about, what

would you say? 

• If you could ask the filmmaker a single question,

what would you ask? 

• Describe a moment or scene in the film that you

found particularly disturbing or moving. What was it

about that scene that was especially compelling for

you?

At the end of your discussion, to help people synthesize

what they’ve experienced and move the focus from dia-

logue to action steps, you may want to choose one of

these questions:  

• What did you learn from this film that you wish

everyone knew? What would change if everyone

knew it?

• If you could require one person (or one group) to

view this film, who would it be? What would you

hope their main takeaway would be? 

• Complete this sentence: I am inspired by this film 

(or discussion) to __________.

GENERAL DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
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A woman in Foca, Bosnia, smokes a cigarette.

Photo courtesy of Janus Films
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Filmmaking Techniques

What did you learn from Cameraperson about the process

of documentary filmmaking? In particular, what did you learn

about the role of the cameraperson?

What did you notice about the types of shots that evoked

strong emotions? How does shot selection (wide shot, close-

up, macro and so on) influence viewers? 

What techniques does the filmmaker use to transform shots

of the mundane—flowers, empty buildings, an old truck, chil-

dren playing—into a scene that can move viewers?

An interviewer asks a question and instructs the subject: “If

this clinic wasn’t here, what would you do? And so just start

with the sentence, ‘If this clinic wasn’t here…’” Is this putting

words into a subject’s mouth? Good interview technique?

Something else?

What was your reaction to the montage of images of mun-

dane looking places where horrific events took place:

PARTIZAN SPORTS HALL – location of imprisonment

and mass rape of Witness 99 and other Muslim

women and girls

ALADŽA MOSQUE – destroyed during Bosnian War

KARAMAN’S HOUSE – rape and enslavement site

during Bosnian war

MOTEL IN MILJEVINA – headquarters for Serb soldiers

orchestrating mass rape

SHAWN ALLEN BERRY’S PICKUP TRUCK: used to

drag James Byrd, Jr. to his death

WOUNDED KNEE – site of massacre of hundreds of

Sioux men, women and children

TAHRIR SQUARE – over 900 civilians killed between

2011-2015

NYAMATA CHURCH: site of massacre of 10,000

Rwandan Tutsis

WORLD TRADE CENTER – more than 2,750 people

killed in September 11 attack

HOTEL AFRICA – execution site during Liberian civil

war

GUANTÁNAMO BAY: CAMP X-RAY – site of prisoner

torture and abuse

BIBI MAHRU HILL SWIMMING POOL – site of Taliban

public executions

Two children play with an ax in Foca, Bosnia.

Photo courtesy of Janus Films
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How does editing these scenes together into a single se-

quence amplify the power of each individual image?

How is your interpretation of a film influenced by the choice

to make the presence of the camera (or cameraperson) in-

visible or explicit (as when you see the movement of the

camera resulting from Johnson’s sneeze or the cameraper-

son engages in conversation with subjects)? 

One excerpt includes a nearly silent and motionless shot of

a highway in Nodaway County, Missouri. After nearly a

minute of stillness, we see a flash of lightening and a thun-

derclap. What does this tell you about how filmmakers cap-

ture spontaneous scenes and how much footage gets left

out of edited films?

What’s the significance of the film’s title, Cameraperson?

Why has “cameraman” been the more commonly used term?

Do you think that term should be retired?

Relationship Between Filmmakers 
and Subjects

When asked about the need to get permission from people

included in a shot, Johnson says, “Well, anything that’s in

public is public domain, it’s open. But you also, it’s like… I al-

ways try to have some kind of relationship with people, like

I’ll look them in the eye like ‘You see me shooting you, don’t

you?’” Why would it make a difference to know that people

were aware of the camera? Why do filmmakers need per-

missions at all? Are there any circumstances under which

you think a filmmaker should not have to ask permission, or

should go against a subject's request to be left out?

What does the notion of “permission” or “consent” mean in

a digital, internationally connected world where neither film-

makers nor subjects can retain total control of images that

are made public, and where those that are posted online

never go away? How is documentary filmmaking changed

Kirsten Johnson.

Photo courtesy of Kirsten Johnson / Janus Films
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by the fact that it is no longer possible for filmmakers to

guarantee that a film won’t be available to a repressive gov-

ernment, or screened in particular countries, or beyond the

reach of a subject’s children?

What is a filmmaker’s responsibility to share with their sub-

jects their intentions for the footage or for the final film?

How would that responsibility apply to the re-purposed

footage included in Cameraperson (where it is now part of

a memoir, not the original intention)? What if the story or

goals change as a filmmaker gathers footage? What if the

“filmmaker” is a bystander with a phone rather than a pro-

fessional documentarian?

Johnson and her team are often in the position of asking

people to recall the most difficult events in their lives. What

makes it okay for filmmakers to engage in probing that

might seem too intrusive if done by others? 

Do you imagine that subjects react differently to Johnson

because she’s a woman than they would to a man behind

the camera? In what types of situations might gender make

the most difference?

War crimes site investigator Sejid Koso recalls driving a

woman to the site of a crime and that her demeanor

changed and she had trouble breathing when they reached

a spot where she “survived what few survive.” Koso says,

“When you see this, when you experience this, right on that

spot, when a victim shows you the exact place where she

was raped, it leaves a huge impact on you personally.” What

does the film suggest about the impact on filmmakers when

the events they document are horrific? In these instances, is

critical distance from one’s subject possible? Is it desirable?

A lawyer who knows a witness is intending to lie is obligated

not to allow that person to testify. But what about docu-

mentarians? Should they exclude people whose stories con-

flict with facts (as with the grandmother in Bosnia who

denies ethnic violence)? 

A subject in Derrida shares, “My theory is that Americans

exist to the degree that they’re being filmed or believe them-

selves to be filmed. This is their natural condition.” Do you

agree? In your experience, what’s the attraction of being on

camera? How does the presence of a camera influence in-

terpersonal dynamics or people’s behavior? How are those

dynamics changed by the capability of nearly everyone to

be a filmmaker (by using a phone) as well as filmed?

In the middle of an interview, a filmmaker Johnson is

working with responds to a young, self-critical Ala-

bama woman contemplating abortion: “Okay, the only rule

I’m going to give you is you may not say, ‘I’m not a good per-

son’ any more times, because that is not the case. An unin-

tended pregnancy is an unintended pregnancy, that’s all it

is. That’s all it is. So, no more! Okay?” Johnson added, “We’ve

all had unintended pregnancies.” What did you think of

Johnson’s choice to share?

Ethics and Choices

In the footage from the Jasper, Texas courtroom, the film-

maker asks to film some of the gruesome pictures that were

shared with the jury. The attorney in charge of the pictures

replies, “I would need to talk to the Byrd family, but if they’ll

permit me, I’ll introduce… I’ll release something on the an-

kles.” In your view, when is it necessary to get permission

from family members? Should families have the power to

prohibit the public from viewing upsetting or unflattering im-

ages, even if the pictures are important to the story? Think

of famous images of victims that awakened the world to in-

justices — for example, images of Emmett Till or the Syrian

child Alan Kurdi. Is it ethical for family members of a de-

ceased person to share upsetting images of the victim's

body as a way to shock the public and inspire action?

In Yemen, Johnson films the entrance to a prison even

though to do so clearly breaks local law. In your view, under

what circumstances is it okay to break the law in order to

film? Under what circumstances would it be acceptable to

endanger others in order to film? Should responsibility to

preserve history for the long term (and perhaps the justice

system) take precedence over responsibility to ensure the

safety of subjects in the short term? Why or why not?

Johnson films her mother, who is suffering from Alzheimer’s,

as well as her own young children. None of these people are

capable of giving permission. Should that make them off lim-

its? Is filming them an invasion of privacy? In your view, what

ethical standards should govern filming one’s own family?

Sometimes, as when Johnson is watching a toddler with an

ax or a newborn struggling to breathe, filmmakers find them-

selves looking through the camera lens at a subject who

seems to be unaware of impending danger. Should docu-

mentarians intervene, even if the intervention alters the na-

ture of the reality that they are filming? 

What if the presence of cameras is the reason that others

aren’t paying attention?
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In an interview with Michael Moore, Abdul Henderson de-

clares his intention to commit an illegal act: “I will not let any-

one send me back over there [to Iraq] to kill other poor

people. Especially when they pose no threat to me and my

country.” What was your reaction to Moore’s offer to pro-

vide help with legal representation? What if a filmmaker did-

n’t have money or resources? Would it be wrong not to offer

help? And what is the obligation of a documentarian to a

subject who says something on camera that could put them

in legal jeopardy? Should such scenes remain on the cutting

room floor? 

We live in a world with ubiquitous smartphones and, there-

fore, ubiquitous cameras that can make images accessible

to the world in mere seconds. Do the ethics that apply to

professional documentarians also apply to everyone who

uses the phone in their camera? 

Representation

In many of the clips, Johnson is essentially a stranger, or per-

haps a temporary ally filming in another country. Under what

circumstances is it valuable to have an outsider controlling

how another’s community is represented? When should that

privilege be denied? What’s the difference between giving

voice to others and using others’ voices to serve your own

interests or make your own point?

Documentarians presumably don’t often intentionally mis-

represent their subjects. But who is entitled to make the call

about whether representation is accurate or misleading?

A book containing photographs of lynching victim 

James Byrd, Jr.'s body, distributed to jurors 

during the trial of his killers.

Photo courtesy of Janus Films



Where in the film do you get glimpses of Johnson’s identity

or perspective (as American, white, mother, educated

woman of a particular age, trained in particular filmmaking

techniques)? What does this film reveal about how a film-

maker’s identity influences their filmmaking choices? What

can people tell about you from the video you’ve shot and

shared? How does it reflect your point of view or identity?

One of the ways that media create and perpetuate “norms”

is through repetition. How do filmmakers tell the stories of

the targets of discrimination or oppression without perpet-

uating stereotypes of minorities or poor people as power-

less victims? How can filmmakers present images in ways

that interrogate the power structures in which they are cre-

ated and viewed rather than merely perpetuating those

structures, especially in instances when the filmmakers (like

Johnson) are from wealthy nations and their subjects are

from developing nations? Do you think that the images

Johnson selected for Cameraperson and they way they are

edited together succeed in revealing power structures and

not just perpetuating stereotypes? What’s your evidence?

Re-presenting Trauma

Charif Kiwan, spokesperson for the Abounaddara dissident

Syrian film collective, asserts that it is profit that drives

media to include pictures of the injured and dead because

those images attract audiences. A student suggests that

sometimes such images ignite public opinion, as happened

when the image of a dead Syrian boy on a Turkish beach

garnered worldwide attention and sympathy for Syrian

refugees. Kiwan answers that after someone has already

died, “There’s nothing to do except voyeurism… So here is

the main problem for us: We have to find a way to represent

horror, to represent the death, respecting the golden rule—

dignity.” Where would you draw the line? How would you

provide victims with dignity while also igniting public pas-

sion to address their plight? How would your choices ac-

count for historical injustices that include colonized and poor

people, people of color and women being dehumanized by

images that show them in degraded positions? What would

you want a filmmaker to do if it was your loved one who was

dead or violated?

Longstanding research indicates that watching repeated im-

ages of violence leads viewers to become desensitized to

those images; they no longer experience them as disturb-

ing. Given the frequency of violent images in main-

stream media, how can filmmakers address violent subject

matter in ways that increase people’s understanding of the

world rather than causing them to shut down? How does

Johnson invite viewers to grapple with violence without

using graphic images of victims? 

Cameraperson uses footage that is, in some cases, decades

old. This raises the issue of film as a permanent record. Cre-

ating poignant and dramatic images of violence and its con-

sequences can move people to action, but it also creates an

indelible portrait of the subjects’ trauma. How can filmmak-

ers capture people’s pain without defining them solely by

one particularly awful part of their lives? Is it possible for

filmmakers to use violent images to humanize, rather than

de-humanize their subjects? What can filmmakers and audi-

ences do to ensure that subjects aren’t continually forced to

relive their trauma and thereby be cast into a state of per-

manent victimhood?

Interpretations and Takeaways

The film presents isolated pieces of stories. Taken together,

do you notice any common threads? Do they reveal any uni-

versal truths?

Johnson opens the film saying, “These are the images that

have marked me and leave me wondering still.” What do you

think she is wondering about? Do you think that making this

film provided her with any answers? 

As they film a street scene, Jacques Derrida tries to prevent

Johnson from getting hurt. He observes, “She sees every-

thing and she’s totally blind—that’s the image of the philoso-

pher who falls in the well while looking at the star.” How does

this apply to documentary filmmakers?

What questions about filmmaking do you think Johnson was

asking (and how do you know)? What’s important about

those questions? 

In an era when smartphones make it possible for anyone to

be a cameraperson, how does Johnson’s job as a profes-

sional change? How might the experience of being the sub-

ject of a documentary change when it is relatively easy to

tell your own story? 
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Additional media literacy questions are available at:

www.pbs.org/pov/educators/media-literacy.php



Taking Action

• Gather “outtakes” from your own media and use them to create your own memoir. Share the result at a

family reunion, holiday gathering or community event. Consider having a group of people create media

memoirs and use them to get to know one another better. What sorts of things tend to show up in

everyone’s footage and what tends to be unique?

• Convene a panel of documentarians and/or journalists who use/shoot video. Pose some of the ethics

issues raised in the film and ask them to describe the ethical standards that guide their decisions. 

• Host a screening of one (or more) of the source films for Cameraperson’s footage.
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An anonymous woman discusses her abortion at a

reproductive health clinic in Huntsville, Alabama.

Photo courtesy of Janus Films



POV: MEDIA LITERACY QUESTIONS FOR ANALYZING

POV FILMS AND OTHER RESOURCES

www.pbs.org/pov/blog/povdocs/2015/11/media-
literacy

You can use this downloadable set of questions to prompt

analysis of documentaries. For a very different style of

analysis, see Film Study Worksheets for Documentaries on

Teach With Movies:

www.teachwithmovies.org/guides/film-study-worksheet-

documentary.html. For commentary and analysis, check

out POV’s blog: www.pbs.org/pov/blog/. 

CENTER FOR MEDIA & SOCIAL IMPACT

http://cmsimpact.org

Based at American University, the center provides

research, professional standards codes and other

resources related to using documentary film for social

change.

INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTARY ASSOCIATION

www.documentary.org

The association’s website features a wide range of

resources for working and aspiring filmmakers. Do a

search for “ethics” to find articles on various ethical

aspects of making documentary films. 

RESOURCES
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Original Online Content on POV  
To further enhance the broadcast, POV has produced an interactive website to enable viewers to explore the film in

greater depth. The Cameraperson website—www.pbs.org/pov/Cameraperson—offers a streaming video trailer for the

film; an interview with filmmaker; a list of related websites, articles and books; a downloadable discussion guide; and

special features.

FILM-RELATED WEB SITES 

CAMERAPERSON

www.camerapersonfilm.com

The film’s website offers information about the film and

filmmaker, including a full list of source films, press cover-

age and contact information.

THE CRITERION COLLECTION

https://www.criterion.com/films/29003-cameraperson

The Criterion Collection’s Blu-ray release of Cameraperson

includes extra features such as Editing Cameraperson, a

new program featuring director Kirsten Johnson, produc-

ers Marilyn Ness and Danielle Varga, and editors Nels

Bangerter and Amanda Laws, and In the Service of the

Film, a roundtable conversation with Johnson, producer

Gini Reticker, and sound recordists Wellington Bowler and

Judy Karp. Also included is Johnson’s 2015 short film, The

Above, and an essay by filmmaker Michael Almereyda and

reprinted writings by Johnson. 



HOW TO BUY THE FILM

To order Cameraperson for home use, 
go to https://www.criterion.com/films/29003-cameraperson. 
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